
Why did you choose to volunteer with MCR Pathways?
I enjoy giving something back. Encouraging young people to be successful is a great way 

of doing this.

What was it like getting ready to be a mentor?
It took time to be matched with my first mentee as I wanted to support a young person 
who had aspirations to become a professional and ideally a lawyer.  I enjoyed the training 

and learned a lot about the role of a mentor.

What was it like the first time you met your young person?
At our first introduction my mentee was extremely nervous and I did all the talking to 
try and relax her, but this changed in the weeks to follow. 

It takes time for a mentor to build a meaningful and trusting relationship with a mentee 

and this should not be underestimated. 

What changes have you seen in your young person? 
She is very confident and has come out of her shell since the first meeting. She is also 
very intelligent and has an interesting hobby and passion for horses and horse riding 

which she is always keen to discuss.

What do you gain from mentoring?
The benefit of seeing the mentee develop and helping her understand a lot about her 
preferred career in Law.

What is the best thing about being a mentor?
It is very encouraging that you are part of a support network to encourage and 

develop a young person.

What would you say to others about mentoring? 
Don’t hesitate to sign up as the experience will inspire you and you will often get as much 
out of the experience as a mentee.
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Mentors making & experiencing
a life changing difference

Register to become an MCR mentor. 
Mentoring benefits everyone, but it starts with our young people...


